
 

 

Now that you’ve identified the ship, it’s time to travel from star system to star system to find out where it has been, 
to guide you where to go next. Use the cosmological cartographic display found here. 

 

� � 
The last digit of the year that it was in the star system 
that began with “O” ___ ___ Last letter of the star system name visited exactly 

66 years ago. 

The ship’s rank among the fleet for decorations during 
the great galactic conflict ___ ___ If Rennel Island is south of Guadalcanal, use the 

fourth letter of the alphabet. If not, use the eighth. 

(Number of battle stars noted by this ship) 
– (number of worlds in the Hawaii galaxy to the east) 
– (number of letters in the name of the first “star” 
system visited by this ship) = 

___ ___ 

If Luzon happened before Truk, use the fourth 
letter of the first month the ship visited the Nova 
Georgia system. If not, use the first letter of the 
month the ship visited the Guadalcanal star 
system. 

First letter of the month name when this ship visited 
Faisi. ___ ___ Third letter of the third star system visited by this 

ship. 

If Buin is north of Rendova, use the letter that denotes 
100 to a Roman. If not, use the letter that denotes 
1,024 to a programmer. 

___ ___ Last letter of the planet north of the Gilbert 
Islands star system. 

Last vowel of the star system visited that contains all 
five vowels in its one word name. ___ ___ Third letter of the star system where 1/44 was 

spent. 

If Iwo Jima has five lines pointing to it, use the letter 
which is just a dot in Morse. If not, use the letter 
which is just a dot in Braille. 

___ ___ Last letter of the bay name that this ship was first 
to enter at the end of the great galactic conflict. 

Last letter of the star system whose first half of the 
name matches the element: Sn. ___ ___ Fifth letter of the ship builder’s city. 

� � 
 

 

When you get there, cross over to the sandlot to find your next checkpoint. 

 


